900
900

History, geography, and auxiliary disciplines
Class here social situations and conditions; general political history; military,
diplomatic, political, economic, social, welfare aspects of specific wars
Class interdisciplinary works on ancient world, on specific continents, countries,
localities in 930–990. Class history and geographic treatment of a specific subject
with the subject, plus notation 09 from Table 1, e.g., history and geographic
treatment of natural sciences 509, of economic situations and conditions 330.9, of
purely political situations and conditions 320.9, history of military science 355.009
See also 303.49 for future history (projected events other than travel)
See Manual at 900

SUMMARY
900.1–.9
901–909
910
920
930
940
950
960
970
980
990

.1–.9

Standard subdivisions of history and geography
Standard subdivisions of history, collected accounts of events, world history
Geography and travel
Biography, genealogy, insignia
History of ancient world to ca. 499
History of Europe
History of Asia
History of Africa
History of North America
History of South America
History of Australasia, Pacific Ocean islands, Atlantic Ocean islands, Arctic
islands, Antarctica, extraterrestrial worlds

Standard subdivisions of history and geography

901

Philosophy and theory of history

902

Miscellany of history
.2

Illustrations, models, miniatures
Do not use for maps, plans, diagrams; class in 911

903

Dictionaries, encyclopedias, concordances of history

901

904

Dewey Decimal Classification

904

904

Collected accounts of events
Including events of natural origin; events induced by human activity
Class here adventure
Class collections limited to a specific period, collections limited to a specific area
or region but not limited by continent, country, locality in 909; class travel in
910; class collections limited to a specific continent, country, locality in 930–990.
Class history of a specific kind of event with the event, e.g., geological history of
California earthquakes 551.2209794
See Manual at 900: Historical events vs. nonhistorical events

905

Serial publications of history

906

Organizations and management of history

907

Education, research, related topics of history
.2

Historical research
Including oral history
Class here interdisciplinary works on historical research [formerly 001.4], on
historiography
Class writing of history in 808.06. Class historians and historiographers who
specialize in specific historical periods of a specific area with the historical
period for the area studied, plus notation 092 from Table 1, e.g., biography
of a German historian who specializes in the French Revolutionary period
944.04092; class historians and historiographers who specialize in a specific
area with the area in 930–990, plus notation 0072 from table under 930–990,
e.g., the biography of a German who specializes in French history in general
944.0072

908
[.9]

History with respect to groups of people
Ethnic and national groups
Do not use; class in 909

902

909

History, geography, and auxiliary disciplines

909

909

World history
Civilization and events not limited by continent, country, locality
Including history with respect to ethnic and national groups; areas, regions, places
in general, not limited by continent, country, locality; interdisciplinary works on
areas, regions, places in general (other than landforms, oceans, seas); specific
historical periods to 1700
Class collected accounts of events not limited by period, area, region, subject in
904; class general historical periods in 909.07–909.08; class general biographies
limited to a specific historical period in 920.009; class general collections of
biography by areas, regions, places in general in 920.0091; class comprehensive
works on Middle Ages in 909.07; class interdisciplinary works on landforms,
oceans, seas in 551.4
For geography of and travel in areas, regions, places in general, see 910.91;
for historical periods through 5th century, see 930
See Manual at T1—092: Comprehensive biography: Public figures; also at
306 vs. 305, 909, 930–990; also at 324 vs. 320.5, 320.9, 909, 930–990; also
at 909, 930–990 vs. 320; also at 909, 930–990 vs. 320.4, 321, 321.09; also
at 909, 930–990 vs. 910; also at 920.008 vs. 305–306, 362; also at 920.009,
920.03–920.09 vs. 909, 909.7–909.8, 930–990; also at 930–990: Biography

[.001–.008]

Standard subdivisions
Do not use; class in 901–908

[.009]

History
Do not use for historiography; class in 907.2. Do not use for general
works on history; class in 909

[.009 1]

Areas, regions, places in general
Do not use; class in 909

[.009 2]

Biography
Do not use; class in 920

[.009 3–.009 9]

Specific continents, countries, localities; extraterrestrial worlds
Do not use; class in 930–990

>

909.07–909.08 General historical periods
Class here general histories covering three or more continents (or three or more
countries if not on the same continent)
Class specific historical periods to 1700, comprehensive works in 909; class
specific historical periods since 1700 in 909.7–909.8
For ancient history, see 930

903

909

Dewey Decimal Classification
.07

909

Ca. 500–1450/1500
Including comprehensive works on Crusades
Class here Middle Ages
Class history of a place during the period of the Crusades with the history of
the place, e.g., history of Europe during the period of Crusades 940.1
For comprehensive works on a specific Crusade, see the history of the
country or region in which most of the fighting took place, e.g., First
Crusade 956, Fourth Crusade 949.5
See also 940.1 for history of Europe during Middle Ages

.08
>

Modern history, 1450/1500–
909.7–909.8 Specific historical periods since 1700
Class specific historical periods to 1700, comprehensive works in 909; class
general historical periods in 909.07–909.08; class general biographies limited to
a specific historical period in 920.009
See Manual at T1—092: Comprehensive biography: Public figures; also at
920.009, 920.03–920.09 vs. 909, 909.7–909.8, 930–990; also at 930–990:
Biography

.7

18th century, 1700–1799

.8

1800–

.81

19th century, 1800–1899
Class here industrial revolution

.82

20th century, 1900–1999
For World War I, see 940.3; for World War II, see 940.53

.83

21st century, 2000–2099
See also 303.49 for futurology

904

910

Geography and travel

910

910

Geography and travel
Class here travel by private passenger automobile, travel by motor homes,
recreational vehicles, trailers [all formerly 796.7]; interdisciplinary works on
tourism, on travel
Class general works on civilization, other than accounts of travel, in 909; class
dictionaries and gazetteers of place names in 910.3; class physical geography of
specific continents, countries, localities in 913–919; class works on civilization,
other than accounts of travel, in ancient world and specific places in modern world
in 930–990. Class geographic treatment of a specific subject with the subject,
plus notation 09 from Table 1, e.g., geographic treatment of religion 200.9, of
geomorphology 551.4109; class physical geography of a specific geological feature
with the feature in 550, e.g., glaciers 551.31
For a specific aspect of tourism, see the aspect, e.g., tourist industry 338.4,
travel and tourism in Mexico 917
See Manual at 550 vs. 910; also at 578 vs. 304.2, 508, 910; also at 909,
930–990 vs. 910
(Option: Class primary textbooks on general geography in 372.89)

SUMMARY
910.2–.9
911
912
913–919

(.1)

Standard subdivisions, accounts of travel and facilities for travelers
Historical geography
Graphic representations of surface of earth and of extraterrestrial worlds
Geography of and travel in specific continents, countries, localities;
extraterrestrial worlds

Topical geography
(Optional number; prefer specific subject, e.g., economic geography
330.91–330.99)
Do not use for philosophy and theory of geography and travel; class in 910
Add to base number 910.1 notation 001–899, e.g., economic geography
910.133; then add 0* and to the result add notation 1–9 from Table 2, e.g.,
economic geography of British Isles 910.133041

.2

Miscellany
Including world travel guides; guidebooks and tour books providing tourists
updated information about places in many areas of the globe: how to travel,
what to see, where to stay, how to plan a vacation
Class guides to areas, regions, places in general in 910.91; class guides to
specific continents, countries, localities in 913–919, plus notation 04 from table
under 913–919

.22

Illustrations, models, miniatures

*

Do not use for maps and plans; class in 912

*Add 00 for standard subdivisions; see instructions at beginning of Table 1
905

910

Dewey Decimal Classification
.25

910

Directories of persons and organizations
Class here city directories, telephone books
Class city directories, telephone books of a specific place in 913–919, plus
notation 0025 from table under 913–919
See also 910.46 for directories of facilities for travelers
See Manual at T1—025 vs. T1—029

.28
.285

Auxiliary techniques and procedures; apparatus, equipment, materials
Computer applications
Class here interdisciplinary works on geographic information systems
(GIS), global positioning systems (GPS), real-time locating systems
(RTLS)
For an application of geographic information systems (GIS), global
positioning systems (GPS), or real-time locating systems (RTLS) to
a subject, see the subject, plus notation 0285 from Table 1, e.g., GIS
applications in mathematical geography 526.0285

.3

Dictionaries, encyclopedias, concordances, gazetteers
Class here works on place names systematically arranged for ready reference
Class historical material associated with place names in general in 909; class
discursive works on place names in 910; class historical material associated
with place names of specific places in 930–990

.4

Accounts of travel and facilities for travelers
Standard subdivisions are added for accounts of travel and facilities for travelers
together, for accounts of travel alone
Not geographically limited
Including trips around the world; ocean travel and seafaring adventures
Class water transportation safety in 363.12; class how to plan a cruise vacation
in 910.2; class travel in specific oceans in 910.9163–910.9167
For travel accounts that emphasize civilization of places visited, see 909; for
discovery and exploration, see 910.9. For ocean shipwrecks, see the location
of the wrecks in 910.9163–910.9167, e.g., sinking of Titanic 910.9163,
shipwrecks of Alaskan waters of the Pacific Ocean 910.9164; for inland
waterway shipwrecks, see the location of the wrecks in 913–919, plus
notation 04 from table under 913–919, e.g., shipwrecks of Mississippi River
917.704
See also 508 for scientific exploration and travel; also 910.2 for world travel
guides

906

910

Geography and travel
.46

910

Facilities for travelers
Including resorts; park and safari lodges; bed and breakfast
accommodations; boarding and rooming houses; hostels; campsites;
recreation vehicle (RV), trailer camps
Class here directories of lodging for temporary residents; interdisciplinary
and descriptive works on lodging for temporary residents, hotels, inns,
motels
Class trailer camps for long-term residents in 647.9; class travel by motor
homes, recreational vehicles, trailers in 910; class resorts, bed and breakfast
accommodations, hostels, campsites limited to specific continents, countries,
localities in 913–919, plus notation 06 from table under 913–919
For a specific kind of facility for travelers other than lodging, see the
kind of facility, e.g., transportation facilities 388, eating and drinking
places 647.95; for a specific aspect of lodging for temporary residents,
see the aspect, e.g., household management 647.94

[.460 25]

Directories of persons and organizations
Do not use for general directories of persons and organizations;
class in 910.46. Do not use for directories of persons and
organizations limited to specific continents, countries, localities;
class in 913–919 plus notation 06 from table under 913–919

.460 9

History and biography

[.460 93–.460 99]

Specific continents, countries, localities
Do not use; class in 913–919 plus notation 06 from table under
913–919

.5–.8

Standard subdivisions

.9

History, geographic treatment, biography
Class here discovery, exploration, growth of geographic knowledge

.91

Geography of and travel in areas, regions, places in general
Class physical geography of areas, regions, places in general in 910; class
interdisciplinary works on landforms, oceans, seas in 551.4

.92

Geographers, travelers, explorers regardless of country of origin

.93–.99

Discovery and exploration by specific countries
Do not use for geography of and travel in specific continents, countries,
localities; extraterrestrial worlds; class in 913–919
Add to base number 910.9 notation 3–9 from Table 2 for the country
responsible, e.g., explorations by Great Britain 910.941
Class discovery and exploration by a specific country in areas, regions,
places in general in 910.91; class discovery and exploration by a specific
country in specific continents, countries, localities, extraterrestrial worlds
in 913–919, plus notation 04 from table under 913–919; class periods of
discovery and exploration in history in 930–990

907

911

911

Dewey Decimal Classification

911

Historical geography
Growth and changes in political divisions
Class here historical atlases

.09

History

[.091–.099]

Geographic treatment and biography
Do not use; class in 911

912

Graphic representations of surface of earth and of
extraterrestrial worlds
Class here atlases, maps, charts, plans, road maps (highway maps)
Class map drawing in 526
For graphic representation of a specific subject other than geography, travel,
and roads, see the subject, plus notation 022 from Table 1, e.g., railroad atlases
385.022

.01

Philosophy and theory
Including map reading; orientation
Class orienteering in 796.58

.09

History and biography of maps and map making

[.091]

Maps and map making of specific areas, regions, places in general
Do not use; class in 912

[.093–.099]

Maps and map making of specific continents, countries, localities,
extraterrestrial worlds
Do not use; class in 912.3–912.9

.3–.9

Specific continents, countries, localities; extraterrestrial worlds
Class here land atlases of countries, tax maps that provide general descriptions
of assessed land and structures
Add to base number 912 notation 3–9 from Table 2, e.g., maps of Illinois
912.773

913–919 Geography of and travel in specific continents, countries,
localities; extraterrestrial worlds
Class here comprehensive works on ancient and modern geography of and travel in
specific continents, countries, localities
Add to base number 91 notation 3–9 from Table 2, e.g., geography of England
914.2; then add further as follows:
001
Philosophy and theory
Including discursive works on place names and their origin,
history, and meaning
Class dictionaries and gazetteers of place names in 003
(continued)

908

913

Geography and travel

913

913–919 Geography of and travel in specific continents, countries,
localities; extraterrestrial worlds (continued)
002
0022

Miscellany
Illustrations, models, miniatures
Class maps, plans, diagrams in 912; class photographs
reflecting the civilization of places in 930–990
0025
Directories of persons and organizations
Class here city directories, telephone books
0028
Auxiliary techniques and procedures; apparatus, equipment,
materials
00285
Computer applications
Class here geographic information systems (GIS), global
positioning systems (GPS), real-time locating systems
(RTLS)
003
Dictionaries, encyclopedias, concordances, gazetteers
Class here works on place names systematically arranged for
ready reference
Class discursive works on place names in 001; class historical
material associated with place names in 930–990
005–008 Standard subdivisions
[009]
History, geographic treatment, biography
Do not use; class in 913–919 without adding from this table
04
Travel
Class here discovery, exploration; guidebooks
Class world travel guides in 910.2; class travel accounts that
emphasize the civilization of country visited in 930–990
For facilities for travelers, see 06
See Manual at 913–919: Add table: 04; also at 913–919 vs.
796.51
06
Facilities for travelers
Including resorts; park and safari lodges; bed and breakfast
accommodations; boarding and rooming houses; hostels; campsites;
recreation vehicle (RV), trailer camps; interdisciplinary and
descriptive works on lodging for campsites in specific continents,
countries, localities
Class here lodging for travelers; directories of facilities for
travelers; interdisciplinary and descriptive works on lodging for
temporary residents, hotels, motels, inns in specific continents,
countries, localities
Class trailer camps for long-term residents in 647
For a specific kind of facility for travelers other than lodging,
see the kind of facility, e.g., transportation facilities 388, eating
and drinking places 647.95; for a specific aspect of lodging for
temporary residents, see the aspect, e.g., household management
647.94093–647.94099
[06025]
Directories of persons and organizations
Do not use; class in 06
Class historical geography in 911; class graphic representations in 912; class area
studies in 940–990; class comprehensive works, geography of and travel in more
than one continent in 910; class interdisciplinary works on geography and history
of ancient world, of specific continents, countries, localities in 930–990
See Manual at 913–919; also at 333.7–333.9 vs. 508, 913–919, 930–990

913

Geography of and travel in ancient world
Number built according to instructions under 913–919
909

914

Dewey Decimal Classification

914

914

Geography of and travel in Europe
Number built according to instructions under 913–919

915

Geography of and travel in Asia
Number built according to instructions under 913–919

916

Geography of and travel in Africa
Number built according to instructions under 913–919

917

Geography of and travel in North America
Number built according to instructions under 913–919

918

Geography of and travel in South America
Number built according to instructions under 913–919

919

Geography of and travel in Australasia, Pacific Ocean
islands, Atlantic Ocean islands, Arctic islands, Antarctica
and on extraterrestrial worlds
Number built according to instructions under 913–919
See Manual at 520 vs. 500.5, 523.1, 530.1, 919.9

.904

Travel on extraterrestrial worlds
Number built according to instructions under 913–919
Class here accounts of projected flights
See Manual at 629.43, 629.45 vs. 559.9, 919.904

920

Biography, genealogy, insignia
Class here autobiographies, diaries, reminiscences, correspondence; biography as a
discipline
Class biography of people associated with a specific subject with the subject, plus
notation 092 from Table 1, e.g., biography of chemists 540.92
(Option A: For biography of people associated with a specific subject, use
subdivisions identified by *
(Option B: Class individual biography in 92 or B; class collected biography in 92
or 920 undivided
(Option C: Class individual biography of men in 920.71; class individual biography
of women in 920.72)
See Manual at T1—092

.001–.002

Standard subdivisions of biography as a discipline

.003

Dictionaries, encyclopedias, concordances of biography as a
discipline
See also 920.02 for biographical dictionaries

.005–.007

Standard subdivisions of biography as a discipline
910

920

Biography, genealogy, insignia
.008

920

Biography as a discipline with respect to groups of people; general
collections of biography by groups of people with specific attributes
See Manual at 920.008 vs. 305–306, 362

[.008 1]

People by gender or sex
Do not use; class in 920.7

[.008 2]

Women
Do not use; class in 920.72

[.008 8]

Occupational and religious groups
Do not use; class with the specific group plus notation 092 from Table
1, e.g., biography of Lutherans 284.1092

[.008 9]

Ethnic and national groups
Do not use; class in 920.0092

.009

History and geographic treatment of biography as a discipline;
general collections of biography by period, region, group
Subdivisions are added for biography as a discipline, for general
collections of biography, or for both
See Manual at T1—092: Comprehensive biography: Public figures;
also at 920.009, 920.03–920.09 vs. 909, 909.7–909.8, 930–990; also
at 930–990: Biography

.009 2

Ethnic and national groups
Do not use for biography of biography as a discipline; class in 920
without subdivision
See Manual at 920.008 vs. 305–306, 362

.009 3–.009 9

Biography as a discipline by specific continents, countries, localities
Do not use for general collections of biography by specific continents,
countries, localities; class in 920.03–920.09

.02

General collections of biography
For a collection limited by period, place, group, or subject, see the
period, place, group, or subject, e.g., collections of biographies of people
resident in England 920.042, collections of biographies of scientists
509.2

[.020 3]

Dictionaries, encyclopedias, concordances
Do not use; class in 920.02

[.020 8]

General collections of biography with respect to groups of people
Do not use; class in 920.008

[.020 81]

People by gender or sex
Do not use; class in 920.7

[.020 82]

Women
Do not use; class in 920.72
911

920

Dewey Decimal Classification
[.020 88]

920

Occupational and religious groups
Do not use; class with the specific group plus notation 092 from
Table 1, e.g., biography of Lutherans 284.1092

[.020 89]

Ethnic and national groups
Do not use; class in 920.0092

.03–.09

General collections of biography by specific continents, countries,
localities
Not associated with a specific subject
Add to base number 920.0 notation 3–9 from Table 2, e.g., collections of
biographies of persons resident in England 920.042
Class collections by gender or sex regardless of continent, country, locality
in 920.7
For collected biography of public figures who had a significant impact
upon general history of a specific continent, country, or locality, see the
history of the continent, country, or locality in 930–990, plus 009 from
table under 930–990, e.g., collected biography of kings and queens of
England 942.009
See Manual at T1—092: Comprehensive biography: Public figures;
also at 920.009, 920.03–920.09 vs. 909, 909.7–909.8, 930–990; also at
930–990: Biography

(.1)

*Bibliographers

(.2)

*Librarians and book collectors

(.3)

*Encyclopedists
Class lexicographers in 924

(.4)

*Publishers and booksellers

(.5)

*Journalists and news commentators

.7

People by gender or sex
Class here individual biography of people not associated with a specific subject,
collected biography of people by gender or sex
Class general collections of biography in 920.02
For collected biography of transgender or intersex people, see 920.0086
(Option: Class here all individual biography; prefer specific subject, plus
notation 092 from Table 1, e.g., biography of a female scientist 509.2)

.71

Men
See Manual at 920.008 vs. 305–306, 362

.72

Women

*

See Manual at 920.008 vs. 305–306, 362
*(Optional number; prefer specific subject, as described under 920)
912

920

Biography, genealogy, insignia
(.9)

920

*People associated with other subjects
Not provided for in 920.1–920.5, 921–928

(921)

*Philosophers and psychologists

(922)

*Religious leaders, thinkers, workers

(923)

*People in social sciences

(924)

*Philologists and lexicographers

(925)

*Scientists

(926)

*People in technology
See also 920.4 for booksellers

(927)

*People in the arts and recreation
For people in literature, see 928

(928)

*People in literature, history, biography, genealogy
Including historians, writers and critics of belles-lettres
See also 923 for explorers, geographers, pioneers

929

Genealogy, names, insignia
Including cemetery records

.1

Genealogy
For family histories, see 929.2; for sources, see 929.3

.102 8

Auxiliary techniques and procedures
Do not use for apparatus, equipment, materials; class in 929.3

.107 2

Research
Class here the specific techniques and procedures involved in doing
genealogical research in a specific area
Class comprehensive works on genealogical research in 929.1

[.109 4–.109 9]

Specific continents, countries, localities in modern world

*

Do not use; class in 929.1072

*(Optional number; prefer specific subject, as described under 920)
913

929

Dewey Decimal Classification
.2

929

Family histories
Class family histories emphasizing the contributions of the members of the
family to a specific occupation with the occupation, e.g., the Rothschilds as a
family of bankers 332.1092; class family histories of a prominent person that
emphasize the person’s life with the biography number for the person, e.g.,
forebears, family, and life of John Fitzgerald Kennedy 973.922
For royal houses, peerage, see 929.7
See Manual at 929.2

.202 8

Auxiliary techniques and procedures; apparatus, equipment, materials
Do not use for the techniques of compiling family histories; class in
929.1

.3

Genealogical sources
Standard subdivisions are added for miscellaneous collections and individual
sources
Class here census records, court records, tax lists, wills
Use only for sources published by a genealogical organization or compiled by
a genealogist. Sources published or compiled by other agencies are normally
classed with the subject of the publication, e.g., United States population
census records 304.60973; however, if the source has been either enhanced or
rearranged to emphasize the genealogical content, the source is classed here,
e.g., United States population census records with name indexes added 929.373
Class cemetery records used as genealogical sources, epitaphs in 929; class how
to use sources in 929.1

[.309 3–.309 9]

Specific continents, countries, localities
Do not use; class in 929.33–929.39

.33–.39

Specific continents, countries, localities
Regardless of form
Add to base number 929.3 notation 3–9 from Table 2, e.g., sources from
New York 929.3747

.4

Personal names
Including surnames; forenames; lists of names for babies
See also 929.9 for names of houses, pets, ships

.6

Heraldry
Including crests
Class here armorial bearings, coats of arms
For royal houses, peerage, orders of knighthood, see 929.7

914

929

Biography, genealogy, insignia
.7

929

Royal houses, peerage, orders of knighthood
Class here rank, precedence, titles of honor; genealogies tracing or establishing
titles of honor; works emphasizing lineage or descent with respect to royalty or
the peerage; history and genealogy of royal families
Class Christian orders of knighthood in 255; class Christian orders of
knighthood in church history in 271; class histories of a royal family that
include general historical events or biographies of members of the royal family
in 930–990. Class family histories of a prominent person that emphasize the
person’s life with the biography number for the person, e.g., forebears, family,
and life of Winston Churchill 941.084092

[.709 41–.709 49]

Specific countries of Europe
Do not use; class in 929.7

.8

Orders, decorations, autographs
Class autographs associated a specific subject with the subject, plus notation
075 from Table 1, e.g., American football autographs 796.332075
For armorial bearings, see 929.6

.9

Forms of insignia and identification
Including identification cards, motor vehicle registration plates, seals; flags
and banners; service marks and trademarks; names; interdisciplinary works on
onomastics (study of origin, history, use of proper names)
Class military use of flags and banners in 355.1; class etymology of names in
412; class seals with armorial bearings in 929.6. Class identification marks in
a specific subject with the subject, plus notation 02 from Table 1, e.g., airline
insignia 387.702; class a specific aspect of identification cards not provided for
here with the aspect, e.g., forgery of identification cards 364.16; class forms of
insignia and identification not provided for here with the form, e.g., coats of
arms 929.6
For place names, see 910; for personal names, see 929.4
See also 737 for artistic aspects of seals

915

930

>

930

Dewey Decimal Classification

930–990 History of specific continents, countries,
localities; extraterrestrial worlds
Civilization and events
Class here interdisciplinary works on geography and history of ancient world, of
specific continents, countries, localities
Add to base number 9 notation 3–9 from Table 2, e.g., general history of Europe
940, of England 942; then add further as follows:
001
Philosophy and theory
002
Miscellany
0022
Illustrations, models, miniatures
Do not use for historical atlases; class in 911
003–006 Standard subdivisions
007
Education, research, related topics
0072
Historical research
Class historians and historiographers specializing in
a specific historical period of a specific area with the
historical period for the area studied, plus notation 092
from Table 1, e.g., the biography of a Canadian historian
who specializes in United States Revolutionary War
973.3092
See Manual at 930–990: Biography
008
Groups of people
[0089]
Ethnic and national groups
Do not use for indigenous groups in a prehistoric period
that is set forth in the 930–990 schedules; class in 930–990
with the period e.g., Australian native peoples before
European settlement 994.01. Do not use for other groups;
class in 930–990 without adding from this table
009
Biography
Do not use for history and geographic treatment; class in
930–990 without adding from this table. Do not use for
individual biography; class in 930–990 without adding from
this table. Do not use for collected biography limited to a
specific period; class in 930–990 without adding from this
table
Class historians and historiographers in 0072; class
comprehensive works on collected biography of a specific
continent, country, or locality in 920.03–920.09
See Manual at T1—092: Comprehensive biography:
Public figures; also at 920.009, 920.03–920.09 vs. 909,
909.7–909.8, 930–990; also at 930–990: Biography
The schedules that follow do not enumerate all the countries and localities
that appear in Table 2; however, the foregoing instructions apply to history
of any place in notation 3–9 from Table 2, e.g., Malta in 20th century 945.8,
KwaZulu-Natal in 20th century 968.4
(continued)

916

930

History of specific areas

>

930

930–990 History of specific continents, countries,
localities; extraterrestrial worlds (continued)
Class sociology of war in 303.6; class sociology of military institutions in
306.2; class social factors affecting war, social causes of war in 355.02; class
historical geography in 911; class geography of ancient world, of specific
continents, countries, localities in 913–919; class comprehensive works in 909
See Manual at 930–990; also at 306 vs. 305, 909, 930–990; also at 324
vs. 320.5, 320.9, 909, 930–990; also at 333.7–333.9 vs. 508, 913–919,
930–990; also at 909, 930–990 vs. 320; also at 909, 930–990 vs. 320.4, 321,
321.09; also at 909, 930–990 vs. 910; also at 930–990 vs. 355.009, 355–359

930

History of ancient world to ca. 499

.01–.09

Standard subdivisions
As modified under 930–990; however, for archaeology, see 930.1

.1

Archaeology
Study of past civilizations through discovery, collection, interpretation of
material remains
Including specific prehistoric ages (e.g., Paleolithic Age [Old Stone Age];
Mesolithic Age [Middle Stone Age]; Neolithic Age [New Stone Age]; Copper
Age and Bronze Age; Iron Age)
Class here early history to 4000 B.C.; prehistoric archaeology; interdisciplinary
works on archaeology
For industrial archaeology, see 609; for archaeology of specific oceans
and seas, see 909; for archaeology of continents, countries, localities
provided for in notation 3 from Table 2, see 931–939; for archaeology of
modern period, ancient and prehistoric archaeology of continents, countries,
localities not provided for in notation 3 from Table 2, see 940–990
See also 700 for artistic aspects of archaeological objects

>

931–939 Specific places
Class archaeology and history of specific oceans and seas in 909; class
archaeology and history of modern period, ancient and prehistoric archaeology
and history of continents, countries, localities not provided for in notation 3
from Table 2 in 940–990; class comprehensive works in 930

931

*China to 420

932

*Egypt to 640

933

*Palestine to 70

*

See also 220.9 for Biblical archaeology, history of Biblical events
*Add as instructed under 930–990
917

934

Dewey Decimal Classification

934

934

*South Asia to 647
Class here India to 647

935

*Mesopotamia to 637 and Iranian Plateau to 637
Including Upper Mesopotamian portion of Arabia Deserta to 637, Lower
Mesopotamian portion of Arabia Deserta to 637 [both formerly 939]
Subdivisions are added for Mesopotamia and Iranian Plateau together, for
Mesopotamia alone
For Persian Wars, see 938

936

*Europe north and west of Italian Peninsula to ca. 499
Including western Mediterranean region
Class here Europe, western Europe
For a specific part of ancient Europe not provided for here, see the part, e.g.,
Italy 937, Russia 947

.1

*British Isles to 410
Including Ireland from 410 to 433 [formerly 941.501], Northern Ireland from
410 to 433 [formerly 941.601], Republic of Ireland from 410 to 433 [formerly
941.701]
For England to 410 and Wales to 410, see 936.2

.2

*England to 410 and Wales to 410
Subdivisions are added for England to 410 and Wales to 410 together, for
England to 410 alone

.3

*Germanic regions to 481
Including Hungary to ca. 640, Pannonia [both formerly 939]
For British Isles to 410, see 936.1
Scandinavia to 481 relocated to 936.8; Germanic regions in Netherlands to 481,
Germanic regions in Switzerland to 481 relocated to 936.9

.4

*Celtic regions to 486
For British Isles, see 936.1
Netherlands to 486, Belgium to 486, Luxembourg to 486, Switzerland to 486
relocated to 936.9

.6

*Iberian Peninsula to 415 and adjacent islands to 415

.8

*Scandinavia to 481 [formerly 936.3]

*

For Finland to 481, see 948.97

*Add as instructed under 930–990
918

936

History of ancient world to ca. 499
.9

936

*Netherlands to 486, Belgium to 486, Luxembourg to 486, Switzerland
to 486 [all formerly 936.4]
Including Germanic regions in Netherlands to 481, Germanic regions in
Switzerland to 481 [both formerly 936.3]

937

*Italian Peninsula to 476 and adjacent territories to 476
Class here Mediterranean region
Subdivisions are added for Italian Peninsula and adjacent territories together, for
Italian Peninsula alone
Corsica from 453 to 476 relocated to 944

938

*Greece to 323
Class here the Hellenistic World; eastern Mediterranean region; southern Europe

939

*Other parts of ancient world
Including Moldova to ca. 640 [formerly 947.6]
Class comprehensive works on the Sudan to 500 in 962.4
For Kyrgyzstan to ca. 640, see 958.43; for Kazakhstan to ca. 640, see 958.45
Hungary to ca. 640, Pannonia relocated to 936.3

.4

*Middle East to 640
Including Syria to 640, Phoenicia, Moab and Edom, Arabia Petraea, Arabian
Peninsula to 622
Class a specific part of Middle East not provided for here with the part, e.g.,
Egypt 932, Palestine 933
Upper Mesopotamian portion of Arabia Deserta to 637, Lower Mesopotamian
portion of Arabia Deserta to 637 relocated to 935; Arabia Deserta, 622–637
relocated to 953

>

940–990 History of specific continents, countries,
localities in modern world; extraterrestrial worlds
Class here area studies; comprehensive works on ancient and modern history of
specific continents, countries, localities
Class comprehensive works in 909. Class results of a war in and effects of a war
on a specific country with the history of the country, e.g., effect of Vietnamese
War on United States 973.923 (not 959.704)
For general history of ancient world, see 930

History of Europe

*

940

*Add as instructed under 930–990
919

940

Dewey Decimal Classification

940

SUMMARY
940.01–.09
.1–.5
941
942
943
944
945
946
947
948
949

.01–.09

Standard subdivisions
[Historical periods]
British Isles
England and Wales
Germany and neighboring central European countries
France and Monaco
Italy, San Marino, Vatican City, Malta
Spain, Andorra, Gibraltar, Portugal
Russia and neighboring east European countries
Scandinavia
Other parts of Europe

Standard subdivisions
As modified under 930–990

.1

Early history to 1453
Including period of Crusades, 1096–1299
Class here Middle Ages, 476–1453
Class comprehensive works on Crusades in 909.07. Class comprehensive works
on a specific Crusade with the history of the country or region in which most of
the fighting took place, e.g., First Crusade 956
For ancient history to ca. 499, see 936

.2

1453–
Including Renaissance period, 1453–1517; Reformation period, 1517–1648;
Thirty Years’ War, 1618–1648; War of the League of Augsburg, 1688–1697;
War of the Spanish Succession, 1701–1714; War of the Austrian Succession
1740–1748; Seven Years’ War 1756–1763; Napoleonic Wars in specific
European countries, e.g., war in Spain (Peninsular War), 1807–1814
For World War I, see 940.3; for 1918 to present, see 940.5; for North
American aspects of War of the League of Augsburg, War of the Spanish
Succession, War of the Austrian Succession, Seven Years’ War, see 973.2

.3

World War I, 1914–1918
Including social, political, economic history; diplomatic history
For military history, see 940.4

.308

Groups of people
Do not use for noncombatants, pacifists, enemy sympathizers; class in
940.3

.308 9

Ethnic and national groups
Do not use for Armenian massacres, 1915–1916; class in 956.6

.309

History, geographic treatment, biography
Do not use for participation of specific groups of countries; class in 940.3

920

940

History of Europe
[.309 4–.309 9]

940

Specific continents, countries, localities in modern world
Do not use; class in 940.3

.4

Military history of World War I
Including strategy; mobilization; ethnic minorities as troops; repressive
measures and atrocities; operations and units; land campaigns and battles;
air operations; naval operations; celebrations, commemorations, memorials;
prisoners of war; medical and social services; other military topics
Class Armenian massacres, 1915–1916, in 956.6

.400 1–.400 8

Standard subdivisions

.400 9

History, geographic treatment, biography
Do not use for military campaigns; class in 940.4

.400 92

Biography
Do not use for personal narratives; class in 940.4

[.400 94–.400 99]

Specific continents, countries, localities in modern world
Do not use for military participation of specific countries, land
operations; class in 940.4

.5
.53

1918–
World War II, 1939–1945
Including social, political, economic history; Holocaust; diplomatic history
Class here Sino-Japanese Conflict, 1937–1945
Class long-term welfare services to Holocaust survivors and their
descendants in 362.87; class prisoner-of-war camps, general works on forced
labor in 940.54
For war crime trials, see 341.6; for military history, see 940.54; for
Sino-Japanese Conflict during 1937–1941, see 951.04; for emigration of
Jews to Palestine as part of the history of Israel, see 956.94

.530 8

Groups of people
Do not use for noncombatants, pacifists, enemy sympathizers; class in
940.53
See also 940.53 for Holocaust

.530 86

People by miscellaneous social attributes
Use of this number for displaced persons discontinued; class in
940.53

.530 9

History, geographic treatment, biography
Do not use for participation of specific groups of countries; class in
940.53

[.530 94–.530 99]

Specific continents, countries, localities in modern world
Do not use; class in 940.53
921

940

Dewey Decimal Classification
.54

940

Military history of World War II
Including strategy; mobilization; ethnic minorities as troops; repressive
measures and atrocities; operations and units; campaigns and battles by
theater; air operations; naval operations; celebrations, commemorations,
memorials; prisoners of war (e.g., prisoner-of-war camps, prisoners
exchange); medical and social services (e.g., hospitals, relief and welfare
services, religious life and chaplain services)
Class concentration and related camps, Holocaust, forced labor as part of
Holocaust in 940.53; class Sino-Japanese Conflict during 1937–1941 in
951.04

.540 01–.540 08

Standard subdivisions

.540 09

History, geographic treatment, biography
Do not use for military campaigns; class in 940.54

.540 092

Biography
Do not use for personal narratives; class in 940.54

[.540 094–.540 099]

Specific continents, countries, localities in modern world
Do not use for military participation of specific countries, land
operations; class in 940.54

.55

1945–1999

.56

2000–

941

*British Isles
Class here Great Britain, United Kingdom
See Manual at 941

.01

Early history to 1066
For ancient history to 410, see 936.1

.02–.05

Norman period through House of Tudor period, 1066–1603
Add to base number 941.0 the numbers following 942.0 in 942.02–942.05,
e.g., period of House of Tudor 941.05

.06

House of Stuart and Commonwealth periods, 1603–1714
Class Civil War in 942.06

.07

Period of House of Hanover, 1714–1837

.08

Period of Victoria and House of Windsor, 1837–

.081

Reign of Victoria, 1837–1901
Class here 19th century

*

For 1800–1837, see 941.07

*Add as instructed under 930–990
922

941

History of Europe
.082

941

1901–1999
For reign of George V, see 941.083; for 1936–1945, see 941.084; for
1945–1999, see 941.085

.083

Reign of George V, 1910–1936

.084

1936–1945
Class here reigns of Edward VIII, 1936, and George VI, 1936–1952;
period of World War II, 1939–1945
For reign of George VI during 1945–1952, see 941.085

.085

1945–1999
Class here reign of Elizabeth II, 1952 to present
For 2000 to present, see 941.086

.086
.1

2000–
*Scotland
For northeastern Scotland, see 941.2; for southeastern Scotland, see 941.3;
for southwestern Scotland, see 941.4

.101

Early history to 1057
Including 11th century
For ancient history to 410, see 936.1; for 1057–1099, see 941.102

.102

1057–1314
Including Battle of Bannockburn, 1314

.103

1314–1424

.104

Reigns of James I through James V, 1424–1542

.105

Reformation period, 1542–1603
Class here 16th century
For 1500–1542, see 941.104

.106–.108

Personal union with England to present, 1603–
Add to base number 941.10 the numbers following 941.0 in
941.06–941.08, e.g., reign of George V 941.1083

.5
.501

*Ireland
Early history to 1086
Including Battle of Clontarf, 1014
For ancient history to 433, see 936.1
410–433 relocated to 936.1

1086–1171

*

.502

*Add as instructed under 930–990
923

941

Dewey Decimal Classification
.503

Period under House of Plantagenet, 1171–1399

.504

Period under Houses of Lancaster and York, 1399–1485

.505

Period under House of Tudor, 1485–1603

.506

Period under House of Stuart, 1603–1691

.507

1691–1799

.508

1800–

.508 1

1800–1899

.508 2

1900–1999

.508 24

1970–1999

.508 3

.6

941

2000–

*Northern Ireland; Donegal, Monaghan, Cavan counties of Republic of
Ireland
Subdivisions are added for Northern Ireland, Donegal, Monaghan, Cavan
counties together; for Northern Ireland alone

.601–.607

Early history to 1800
Add to base number 941.60 the numbers following 941.50 in
941.501–941.507, e.g., period under House of Tudor 941.605; however,
410–433 relocated from 941.601 to 936.1

.608

1800–

.608 1

1800–1899

.608 2

1900–1999

.608 24

1969–1999

.608 3

.7

2000–

*Republic of Ireland
For Leinster, see 941.8; for Munster, see 941.9

.701–.707

Early history to 1800
Add to base number 941.70 the numbers following 941.50 in
941.501–941.507, e.g., period under House of Tudor 941.705; however,
410–433 relocated from 941.701 to 936.1

.708

1800–

.708 1

1800–1899

.708 2

1900–1999

.708 24

2000–

*

.708 3

1970–1999

*Add as instructed under 930–990
924

942

History of Europe

942

942

*England and Wales
Subdivisions are added for England and Wales together, for England alone
See Manual at 941

>

942.01–942.08 Historical periods of England and Wales together, of
England alone
Class comprehensive works in 942

.01

Early history to 1066
For ancient history to 410, see 936.2

.02

Norman period, 1066–1154
Including Battle of Hastings, 1066
Class here 12th century
For 1154–1199, see 942.03

.03

Period of House of Plantagenet, 1154–1399
Class here medieval period
For 1066–1154, see 942.02; for 1399–1485, see 942.04

.04

Period of Houses of Lancaster and York, 1399–1485
Class here Wars of the Roses, 1455–1485

.05

Period of House of Tudor, 1485–1603

.06–.08

House of Stuart and Commonwealth periods to present, 1603–
Add to base number 942.0 the numbers following 941.0 in 941.06–941.08,
e.g., reign of Victoria 942.081

.9

*Wales

.901–.908

Historical periods

*

Add to base number 942.90 the numbers following 942.0 in
942.01–942.08, e.g., Wales during Wars of the Roses 942.904

*Add as instructed under 930–990
925

943

Dewey Decimal Classification

943

943

Germany and neighboring central European countries
Including East Germany, 1945–1990; German Democratic Republic, 1949–1990;
Holy Roman Empire
Class here central Europe
Class War of the Austrian Succession, comprehensive works on Thirty Years’ War,
on Seven Years’ War, on Napoleonic Wars in 940.2; class comprehensive works
on Merovingian dynasty in France and Germany, on Carolingian dynasty, on reign
of Charlemagne in France and Germany in 944
For ancient history to 481, see 936.3
Campaigns and battles of wars between France and Holy Roman Empire fought
outside of Italy, 1521–1599, relocated to 944; campaigns and battles of wars
between France and Holy Roman Empire fought in Italy, comprehensive works
on campaigns and battles of wars between France and Holy Roman Empire,
1521–1599, relocated to 945
.000 1–.000 9

Standard subdivisions of central Europe
As modified under 930–990

.001–.009

Standard subdivisions of Germany
As modified under 930–990

.08
.085

Germany since 1866
Period of Weimar Republic, 1918–1933
Including Revolution of 1918

.086

Period of Third Reich, 1933–1945
Class Holocaust in 940.53

.087

1945–1990
Class here 20th century; Federal Republic, 1949 to present;
comprehensive works on Federal and Democratic Republics
Class German Democratic Republic in 943; class 1900–1918 in 943.08
For period of Weimar Republic, see 943.085; for period of Third
Reich, 1933–1945, see 943.086; for 1990–1999, see 943.088

.088
.6

1990–
*Austria and Liechtenstein
Subdivisions are added for Austria and Liechtenstein together, for Austria alone
For ancient history to 476, see 936.3. For a specific part of the period of
House of Habsburg, see the part, e.g., period of House of Habsburg in Spain
946

.605

*Czech Republic and Slovakia

*

.7

Austria since 1918

*Add as instructed under 930–990
926

943

History of Europe
.703

943

1918–1992
Class here Czechoslovakia
For 1945–1992, see 943.704

.704

1945–1992

.705

1993–
Period of two sovereign nations

.71

*Czech Republic

.710 5

.73

Period of Republic, 1993–

*Slovakia

.730 5

.8
.805

Period of Slovak Republic, 1993–

*Poland
1939–
Class here 20th century
Class 1900–1939 in 943.8

.9

*Hungary
For ancient history to ca. 640, see 939

.905

944

1918–

*France and Monaco
Including campaigns and battles of wars between France and Holy Roman Empire
fought outside of Italy, 1521–1599 [formerly 943]; Corsica from 453 to 476
[formerly 937]
Subdivisions are added for France and Monaco together, for France alone
For ancient history of France to 486, see 936.4; for Merovingian dynasty in
Germany, Carolingian dynasty in Germany, see 943; for Carolingian dynasty in
Italy, see 945
French invasions of Italy, 1494–1559; French invasions of Italy during period of
House of Angoulême relocated to 945

>

944.04–944.08 France since 1789
Class comprehensive works in 944

.04

Revolutionary period, 1789–1804

.05

Period of First Empire, 1804–1815
Class here reign of Napoleon I, 1804–1814

*

Class Napoleonic Wars in 940.2

*Add as instructed under 930–990
927

944

Dewey Decimal Classification
.06

944

Period of Restoration, 1815–1848
Class here 19th century
For a specific part of 19th century not provided for here, see the part,
e.g., Second Empire 944.07

.07

Period of Second Republic and Second Empire (period of Napoleon
III), 1848–1870

.08

1870–

.081

Period of Third Republic, 1870–1945
Class here 20th century
For 1945–1958, see 944.082; for 1958–1999, see 944.083

.082

Period of Fourth Republic, 1945–1958

.083

Period of Fifth Republic, 1958–
For 2000 to present, see 944.084

.084

945

2000–

*Italy, San Marino, Vatican City, Malta
Including campaigns and battles of wars between France and Holy Roman
Empire fought in Italy, comprehensive works on campaigns and battles of wars
between France and Holy Roman Empire, 1521–1599 [both formerly 943]; French
invasions of Italy, 1494–1559; French invasions of Italy during period of House of
Angoulême [both formerly 944]
Subdivisions are added for Italy, San Marino, Vatican City, Malta together; for
Italy alone
Class comprehensive works on Carolingian dynasty in 944
For ancient history to 476, see 937

.09
.091

Italy since 1900
Reign of Victor Emmanuel III, 1900–1946
Including Fascist period, 1922–1943
Class here 20th century
For 1946–1999, see 945.092

.092

Period of Republic, 1946–
For 2000 to present, see 945.093

.093

946

2000–

Spain, Andorra, Gibraltar, Portugal
Class comprehensive works on Peninsular War in 940.2

*

For ancient history to 415, see 936.6

*Add as instructed under 930–990
928

946

History of Europe
.000 1–.000 9

946

Standard subdivisions of Spain, Andorra, Gibraltar, Portugal together
As modified under 930–990

.001–.009

Standard subdivisions of Spain
As modified under 930–990

.08

Spain since 1931
Class here 20th century
Class 1900–1931 in 946

.081

Period of Second Republic, 1931–1939
Class here Civil War, 1936–1939

.082

Period of Francisco Franco, 1939–1975

.083

Reign of Juan Carlos I, 1975–

.9

*Portugal
For ancient history to 415, see 936.6

.904

947

1910–

Russia and neighboring east European countries
Class here eastern Europe
Subdivisions are added for Russia and neighboring east European countries
together, for Russia alone
.000 1–.000 9

Standard subdivisions of eastern Europe
As modified under 930–990

.001–.009

Standard subdivisions of Russia
As modified under 930–990

.08

Russia since 1855
Including reign of Alexander II, 1855–1881; reign of Alexander III,
1881–1894; reign of Nicholas II, 1894–1917
Russo-Turkish war, 1877–1878 relocated to 949.6

.084

1917–1991
Class here 20th century; Communist period; comprehensive works on
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, 1923–1991
Class 1900–1917 in 947.08
For 1953–1991, see 947.085. For a specific part of Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics, see the part, e.g., Ukraine 947.708

1953–1991

*

.085

*Add as instructed under 930–990
929

947

Dewey Decimal Classification
.086

947

1991–
Class here comprehensive works on Commonwealth of Independent
States, 1991–
For a specific part of Commonwealth of Independent States, see the
part, e.g., Ukraine 947.7086

.5
.54

*Caucasus
*Azerbaijan

.540 8

1855–

.540 86

.56

1991–

*Armenia
Class comprehensive works on Armenia region in 956.6

.560 8

1855–

.560 86

.58

1991–

*Georgia

.580 8

1855–

.580 86

.6

1991–

*Moldova
Moldova to ca. 640 relocated to 939

.608

1855–

.608 6

.7
.708

1991–

*Ukraine
1855–

.708 6

.8
.808
.808 6

.9

1991–

*Belarus
1855–
1991–

*Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia
Class here Baltic States

.908
.908 6

.93
.930 8

1991–

*Lithuania
1855–
1991–

*

.930 86

1855–

*Add as instructed under 930–990
930

947

History of Europe
.96

*Latvia

.960 8

1855–

.960 86

.98

1991–

*Estonia

.980 8

1855–

.980 86

948

947

1991–

*Scandinavia
Class here northern Europe
For ancient history to 481, see 936.8

.06

1905–1999

.07

2000–

.1

*Norway
For ancient history to 481 of Norway, southeastern Norway, southwestern
Norway, central and northern Norway, see 936.8; for southeastern Norway,
see 948.2; for southwestern Norway, see 948.3; for central and northern
Norway, see 948.4

.104

1905–1999

.105

2000–

.5

*Sweden
For ancient history to 481 of Sweden, southern Sweden, central Sweden,
northern Sweden, see 936.8; for southern Sweden, see 948.6; for central
Sweden, see 948.7; for northern Sweden, see 948.8

.505

1905–1999

.506

2000–

.9

Denmark and Finland
For ancient history of Denmark to 481, see 936.8

.900 1–.900 9

Standard subdivisions of Denmark
As modified under 930–990

>

948.905–948.906 Denmark since 1906
.905

1906–1999

.906

2000–

.97

1917–

*

.970 3

*Finland

*Add as instructed under 930–990
931

949

Dewey Decimal Classification

949

949

Other parts of Europe
.1
.12

*Northwestern islands
*Iceland

.120 5

1904–1999
Including independence under Danish crown, 1918–1944; period of
Republic, 1944–1999

.120 6

2000–
Class here comprehensive works on period of Republic, 1944 to
present
For period of Republic, 1944–1999, see 949.1205

.2

*Netherlands
Class here comprehensive works on Low Countries, on Benelux countries
For ancient history to 486, see 936.9; for southern Low Countries, see 949.3

.207
.3

1901–
Belgium and Luxembourg
Subdivisions are added for Belgium and Luxembourg together, for Belgium
alone
For ancient history to 486, see 936.9

.304

1909–

.35

*Luxembourg
For ancient history to 486, see 936.9

.350 4

.4

1890–

*Switzerland
For ancient history to 486, see 936.9

.407
.5

1900–
*Greece
Including Byzantine Empire; former Aegean Islands region; Crete region
For ancient history to 323, see 938; for ancient history of former Aegean
Islands region to 323, of Crete region to 323, see 939. For a specific part of
Byzantine Empire, see the part, e.g., Byzantine Empire in Egypt 932

1830–

*

.507

*Add as instructed under 930–990
932

949

History of Europe
.6

*Balkan Peninsula
Including Russo-Turkish war, 1877–1878 [formerly 947.08]
For ancient history to ca. 640, see 939

.605
.65

1991–
*Albania
For ancient history to 323, see 939

.650 3

1946–1992
Class here period of People’s Republic, 1946–1991; 20th century
Class 1900–1946 in 949.65
For 1992–1999, see 949.6504

.650 4

.7

1992–

*Serbia, Croatia, Slovenia, Bosnia and Hercegovina, Montenegro,
Macedonia
For ancient history to ca. 640, see 939; for Balkan Wars, see 949.6

.702

Yugoslavia, 1918–1991
Class here comprehensive works on former Yugoslavia, 20th century
Class 1900–1918 in 949.7
For 1991–1999, see 949.703; for Yugoslavia (1991–2003), see
949.7103

.703

Period as sovereign nations, 1991–
See also 949.7103 for Yugoslavia (1991–2003)

.71

*Serbia
For ancient history to ca. 640, see 939

.710 3

1991–
Including Yugoslavia (1991–2003), Serbia and Montenegro
(2003–2006)
Class Yugoslavia (1918–1991) in 949.702
For Montenegro, see 949.745

.72

*Croatia
For ancient history to ca. 640, see 939

.720 3

.73

1991–

*Slovenia

*

For ancient history to ca. 640, see 939

*Add as instructed under 930–990
933

949

949

Dewey Decimal Classification
.730 3

949

1991–

.74

*Bosnia and Hercegovina, Montenegro
For ancient history to ca. 640, see 939

.742

*Bosnia and Hercegovina

.742 03

1991–

.745

*Montenegro
Including period as part of Yugoslavia (1991–2003), Serbia and
Montenegro (2003–2006)
Class comprehensive works on Yugoslavia (1991–2003), on Serbia and
Montenegro (2003–2006) in 949.7103
For ancient history to ca. 640, see 939

.76

*Macedonia
For ancient history to ca. 640, see 939

.760 3

1991–

.8

*Romania
For ancient history to ca. 640, see 939; for Balkan Wars, see 949.6

.803

1947–

.9

*Bulgaria
For ancient history to ca. 640, see 939; for Balkan Wars, see 949.6

.903

950

1946–

History of Asia
SUMMARY
950.01–.09
.4
951
952
953
954
955
956
957
958
959

.01–.09

Standard subdivisions
1905–
China and adjacent areas
Japan
Arabian Peninsula and adjacent areas
India and neighboring south Asian countries
Iran
Middle East (Near East)
Siberia (Asiatic Russia)
Central Asia
Southeast Asia

Standard subdivisions
As modified under 930–990

1905–

*

.4

*Add as instructed under 930–990
934

951

History of Asia

951

*China and adjacent areas
Subdivisions are added for China and adjacent areas together, for China alone
For ancient history to 420, see 931

.04

Period of Republic, 1912–1949
Class comprehensive works on Sino-Japanese Conflict, 1937–1945 in
940.53

.05

Period of People’s Republic, 1949–
Class here 20th century
Class 1900–1912 in 951
For 1912–1949, see 951.04; for 2000 to present, see 951.06

.06
.2
.249

2000–
*Southeastern China and adjacent areas
*Taiwan (Formosa) and adjacent islands

.249 05

Period of Republic of China (Nationalist China), 1945–
Including 20th century
Class 1900–1945 in 951.249

.25

*Hong Kong

.250 5

1945–1997

.250 6

Period as part of People’s Republic, 1997–

.9
.904

*Korea
1945–1999
Class here 20th century
Class 1900–1945 in 951.9

.905
.93
.930 4

2000–
*North Korea (People’s Democratic Republic of Korea)
1945–1994
Class here 20th century
Class 1900–1945 in 951.93
For 1994–1999, see 951.9305

.930 5

*South Korea (Republic of Korea)

*

.95

1994–

*Add as instructed under 930–990
935

951

951

Dewey Decimal Classification
.950 4

1945–1998
Class here 20th century
Class 1900–1945 in 951.95
For 1998–1999, see 951.9505

.950 5

952

1998–

*Japan
.03

1868–1945
Including Russo-Japanese War, 1904–1905

.04

1945–1999

.05

2000–

953

*Arabian Peninsula and adjacent areas
Including Arabia Deserta, 622–637 [formerly 939.4]
For ancient history to 622, see 939.4

.05
.3

1926–
*Yemen
For ancient history to 622, see 939.4

.305

1918–
Including Period as Republic of Yemen, 1990 to present

.32

*Northern Yemen
For ancient history to 622, see 939.4

.320 5

1918–
Including Yemen Arab Republic, 1962–1990; period as part of
Republic of Yemen, 1990 to present

.35

*Southern Yemen
For ancient history to 622, see 939.4

.350 5

1967–
Including People’s Democratic Republic of Yemen, 1970–1990;
period as part of Republic of Yemen, 1990 to present

.6

*Persian Gulf States

*

For ancient history to 622, see 939.4

*Add as instructed under 930–990
936

951

953

History of Asia
.67

953

*Kuwait
Class Gulf Crisis and War, 1990–1991, in 956.7044
For ancient history to 622, see 939.4

.8

*Saudi Arabia
For ancient history to 622, see 939.4

.805

1926–
Class military operations in Saudi Arabia during Persian Gulf Crisis and
War, 1990–1991, in 956.7044

954

*India and neighboring south Asian countries
Class here south Asia
Subdivisions are added for India and neighboring south Asian countries together,
for India alone
For history of India to 647, see 934

.02

647–1785
For 600–647, see 934

.03

Period of British rule, 1785–1947
For governorship of Lord Clive, of Warren Hastings, see 954.02

.04

1947–1971
For prime ministership of Indira Gandhi during 1971–1977, see 954.05

.05
.9

1971–
Other jurisdictions
Class here Pakistan (West and East, 1947–1971)

.900 1–.900 9

Standard subdivisions of Pakistan (West and East, 1947–1971)
As modified under 930–990

>

954.902–954.905 Historical periods of Pakistan (West and East,
1947–1971)
Class comprehensive works in 954.9
For ancient history to 647, see 934

647–1785

.903

Period of British rule, 1785–1947

.904

1947–1971

.905

1971–

*

.902

*Add as instructed under 930–990
937

954

Dewey Decimal Classification
.91

954

*Pakistan

.910 2

647–1785
For ancient history to 647, see 934

.910 3

Period of British rule, 1785–1947

.910 4

1947–1971

.910 5

1971–
For Indo-Pakistan War, 1971, see 954.9205

.92

*Bangladesh

.920 2

647–1785
For ancient history to 647, see 934

.920 3

Period of British rule, 1785–1947

.920 4

1947–1971

.920 5

1971–
Including Indo-Pakistan War, 1971

.93

*Sri Lanka

.930 3

955

1948–

*Iran
For early history to 637, see 935

.05

1906–2005

.06

2005–

956

*Middle East (Near East)
For ancient history to ca. 640, see 939.4

.04

1945–1980
Including Israel-Arab War, 1948–1949; Sinai Campaign, 1956; Israel-Arab
War, 1967 (Six Days’ War); Israel-Arab War, 1973 (Yom Kippur War)
Class here 20th century
Class 1900–1945 in 956
For 1980–1999, see 956.05

.05

1980–
Including Israel-Lebanon-Syria Conflict, 1982–1985

.1

*Turkey

*

For ancient history to ca. 640, see 939; for divisions of Turkey, see
956.2–956.6
*Add as instructed under 930–990
938

956

History of Asia
.103

1950–1999

.104

2000–

.4

956

*South central Turkey
For history of south central Turkey to 640, see 939

.6

*Eastern Turkey
Including comprehensive works on Armenia region
For history of eastern Turkey to 640, see 939.4; for country of Armenia, see
947.56

.7

*Iraq
For ancient history to 637, see 935

.704

1920–

.704 4

1979–
Including Persian Gulf Crisis and War, 1900–1991, Iraq-Kuwait
Crisis, 1990–1991, Persian Gulf War, 1991; Iraq War, 2003 to
present; period of occupation and reconstruction, 2003 to present
Class here administration of Saddam Hussein, 1979–2003

.9
.91

*Syria, Lebanon, Cyprus, Israel, Jordan
*Syria
For early history to ca. 640, see 939.4

.910 4

1920–
Class Israel-Arab War, 1948–1949, Israel-Arab War, 1967,
Israel-Arab War, 1973 in 956.04; class Israel-Lebanon-Syria Conflict,
1982–1985 in 956.05

.92

*Lebanon
For early history to ca. 640, see 939.4

.920 4

1926–
Class here 20th century
Including Civil War, 1975–1990; Lebanon War, 2006
Class Israel-Arab War, 1948–1949 in 956.04; class
Israel-Lebanon-Syria Conflict, 1982–1985 in 956.05; class
1900–1926 in 956.92

.93

*Cyprus
For ancient history to ca. 640, see 939
1960–

*

.930 4

*Add as instructed under 930–990
939

956

Dewey Decimal Classification
.94

956

*Palestine; Israel
For early history of Palestine to 70, early history of Israel to 70, see 933;
for early history of Edom to 70, see 939.4
See also 320.54095694 for Zionism; also 909 for world history of Jews

.940 5

1948–
Class here 20th century
Class Israel-Arab War, 1948–1949, Sinai Campaign, 1956,
Israel-Arab war, 1967, in 956.04; class Israel-Lebanon-Syria Conflict,
1982–1985 in 956.05; class 1900–1948 in 956.94

.95

*Jordan and West Bank
Subdivisions are added for Jordan and West Bank together, for Jordan alone
For early history to 70, see 933; for early history of Moab to 70, early
history of Petra to 70, see 939.4

.950 4

1923–
Class Israel-Arab War, 1948–1949, Israel-Arab War, 1967 in 956.04

957

*Siberia (Asiatic Russia)
.08

1855–

.086

958

1991–

*Central Asia
For early history to ca. 640, see 939

.1

*Afghanistan
For early history to ca. 640, see 939

.104

1919–
Including Afghan War, 2001 to present

.4

*Turkestan
For early history to ca. 640, see 939; for Turkmenistan, see 958.5; for
Tajikistan, see 958.6; for Uzbekistan, see 958.7

.408
.408 6

.5

1855–
1991–

*Turkmenistan
For early history to ca. 640, see 939

.508

1991–

*

.508 6

1855–

*Add as instructed under 930–990
940

958

History of Asia
.6

958

*Tajikistan
For early history to ca. 640, see 939

.608

1855–

.608 6

.7

1991–

*Uzbekistan
For early history to ca. 640, see 939

.708

1855–

.708 6

959

1991–

*Southeast Asia
.05
.1

1900–
*Myanmar

.105
.3

1948–
*Thailand

.304
.4
.404

1910–
*Laos
1949–
Class here 20th century
Class 1900–1949 in 959.4; class military operations in Laos during
Vietnamese War in 959.704

.5

*Malaysia, Brunei, Singapore
Subdivisions are added for Malaysia, Brunei, Singapore together; for Malaysia
alone

.505

Period of federation, 1963–
Class here 20th century
Class 1900–1963 in 959.5
For 2003 to present, see 959.506

.506
.55
.550 5

*Brunei
1984–

*Singapore

*

.57

2003–

*Add as instructed under 930–990
941

959

Dewey Decimal Classification
.570 5

959

1963–
Class here 20th century; period as separate nation, 1965–
Class 1900–1963 in 959.57

.6
.604

*Cambodia
1949–
Class here 20th century
Class 1900–1949 in 959.6; class military operations in Cambodia during
Vietnamese War in 959.704

.7
.704

*Vietnam
1945–
Including comprehensive works on period of North Vietnam and South
Vietnam, 1954–1975; Indochinese War, 1946–1954; Vietnamese War,
1961–1975
Class here 20th century
Class 1900–1945 in 959.7

.8

*Indonesia and East Timor
Including Lesser Sunda Islands (Nusa Tenggara)
Subdivisions are added for Indonesia and East Timor together, for Indonesia
alone

>

959.803–959.804 Historical periods for Indonesia and East Timor
together, for Indonesia alone
Class comprehensive works in 959.8

.803

1945–1998
Class here 20th century; period of Republic, 1950 to present
Class 1900–1945 in 959.8
For 1998 to present, see 959.804
Administration of B. J. Habibie, 1998–1999, relocated to 959.804

.804

1998–
Including administration of B. J. Habibie, 1998–1999 [formerly 959.803]

.87
.870 4

*East Timor
1999–
Class here period as Democratic Republic of East Timor, 2002–

*Philippines

*

.9

*Add as instructed under 930–990
942

959

History of Asia
.904

Period of Republic, 1946–
For 2001 to present, see 959.905

.905

960

2001–

History of Africa
SUMMARY
960.01–.09
.3
961
962
963
964
965
966
967
968
969

.01–.09

Standard subdivisions
1885–
Tunisia and Libya
Egypt, Sudan, South Sudan
Ethiopia and Eritrea
Morocco, Ceuta, Melilla, Western Sahara, Canary Islands
Algeria
West Africa and offshore islands
Central Africa and offshore islands
Republic of South Africa and neighboring southern African countries
South Indian Ocean islands

Standard subdivisions
As modified under 930–990

.3

961

1885–

*Tunisia and Libya
Class here North Africa
For early history to ca. 640, see 939

.04

1950–1999

.05

2000–

.1

*Tunisia
For early history to 647, see 939

.105
.2

1956–
*Libya
For early history to 644, Cyrenaica to 642, Marmarica to 642, see 939

.204

1952–2011
Class here 20th century
Class 1900–1952 in 961.2

.205

962

2011–

Egypt, Sudan, South Sudan

*

For early history of Egypt to 640, see 932

*Add as instructed under 930–990
943

959

962

Dewey Decimal Classification
.000 1–.000 9

962

Standard subdivisions of Egypt, Sudan, South Sudan
As modified under 930–990

.001–.009

Standard subdivisions of Egypt
As modified under 930–990

.05

Egypt since 1922
Class Israel-Arab War, 1948–1949, Sinai Campaign, 1956, Israel-Arab War,
1967, Israel-Arab War, 1973 in 956.04

.4

*Sudan and South Sudan
Subdivisions are added for Sudan and South Sudan together, for Sudan alone
For Sudan, see 962.5–962.8; for South Sudan, see 962.9

.404

1956–
Including Civil War of 1955–1972

.9

*South Sudan
Class comprehensive works on Sudan and South Sudan in 962.4

.905

963

2011–

*Ethiopia and Eritrea
Subdivisions are added for Ethiopia and Eritrea together, for Ethiopia alone

.07

1974–
Including Somali-Ethiopian conflicts, 1978–1991
Class Somalia Civil War, 1991 to present, in 967.7305

.5
.507

964

*Eritrea
1952–

*Morocco, Ceuta, Melilla, Western Sahara, Canary Islands
Subdivisions are added for Morocco, Ceuta, Melilla, Western Sahara, Canary
Islands together; for Morocco alone
For early history of Morocco to 647, see 939

.05

965

Morocco since 1956

*Algeria
For early history to 647, see 939

.05

966

1962–

*West Africa and offshore islands
1885–

*

.03

*Add as instructed under 930–990
944

966

History of Africa
.1

*Mauritania

.105

1960–2005

.106

2005–

.2
.203
.23

*Mali, Burkina Faso, Niger
1960–
*Mali

.230 5

.25

1960–

*Burkina Faso

.250 5

.26

1960–

*Niger

.260 5

.3
.305

1960–

*Senegal
1960–
Including Confederation of Senegambia, 1982–1989
For Gambian part of Senegambia, see 966.5103

.4
.404

*Sierra Leone
1961–2007
Including Sierra Leone civil war, 1991–2002

.405
.5
.51
.510 3

2007–
*Gambia, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Cape Verde
*Gambia
1965–
Including period as a part of Senegambia, 1982–1989
Class comprehensive works on Senegambia in 966.305

.52
.520 5

.57
.570 3

.58
.580 3

.6

1958–

*Guinea-Bissau
1974–

*Cape Verde
1975–

*Liberia and Côte d’Ivoire
*Liberia

*

.62

*Guinea

*Add as instructed under 930–990
945

966

966

Dewey Decimal Classification
.620 3

1945–
Class here 20th century
Class 1900–1945 in 966.62

.68

*Côte d’Ivoire (Ivory Coast)

.680 5

.7

1960–

*Ghana
See also 966.1 for Ghana Empire

.705

1957–

.8

*Togo and Benin

.81

*Togo

.810 4

.83

1960–

*Benin
See also 966.9 for kingdom of Benin

.830 5

.9

*Nigeria

.905

967

1960–

1960–

*Central Africa and offshore islands
Class here Sub-Saharan Africa (Africa south of the Sahara)
For each specific part of Sub-Saharan Africa not provided for here, see the
part, e.g., Nigeria 966.9

.03
.1

1885–
*Cameroon, Sao Tome and Principe, Equatorial Guinea
Class here Islands of Gulf of Guinea, Lower Guinea area

.11
.110 4

.15
.150 2

.18
.180 3

.2
.205

1960–

*Sao Tome and Principe
Period of Republic, 1975–

*Equatorial Guinea
1968–

*Gabon and Republic of the Congo
1959–
*Gabon

*

.21

*Cameroon

*Add as instructed under 930–990
946

966

967

History of Africa
.210 4

.24

1960–

*Republic of the Congo

.240 5

.3
.304

1960–

*Angola
1975–
Including Angolan Civil War, 1975–2002

.4
.41

*Central African Republic and Chad
*Central African Republic

.410 5

.43

1960–

*Chad
Class Kanem-Bornu in 966.9

.430 4

.5
.51
.510 3

1960–

*Democratic Republic of the Congo, Rwanda, Burundi
*Democratic Republic of the Congo
1960–
Including period as Zaire, 1971–1997

.57
.570 4

.571

*Rwanda and Burundi
1962–

*Rwanda

.571 04

.572

1962–

*Burundi

.572 04

.6

1962–

*Uganda and Kenya
Class here East Africa

.604

1961–1999

.605

2000–

.61
.610 4

.62
.620 4

.7

*Uganda
1962–

*Kenya
1963–

*Djibouti and Somalia

*

Class here Somaliland
*Add as instructed under 930–990
947

967

967

Dewey Decimal Classification
.71

967

*Djibouti

.710 4

1977–

.73

*Somalia

.730 5

1960–
Including Civil War, 1991 to present
Class Somali-Ethiopian conflicts, 1978–1991, in 963.07

.8

*Tanzania

.804
.9

Period as United Republic, 1964–
*Mozambique

.905

968

1975–

Republic of South Africa and neighboring southern African
countries
Class here southern Africa
.000 1–.000 9

Standard subdivisions of southern Africa
As modified under 930–990

.001–.009

Standard subdivisions of Republic of South Africa
As modified under 930–990

>

968.02–968.06 Historical periods of Republic of South Africa
Class comprehensive works in 968

.02

Early history to 1488

.03

Period of European exploration and settlement, 1488–1814

.04

1814–1910

.05

Period of Union, 1910–1961
Class here 20th century
For 1900–1910, see 968.04; for 1961–1999, see 968.06

.06
.8
.803
.81

Period as Republic, 1961–
*Namibia, Botswana, Lesotho, Swaziland
1885–
*Namibia
South African period, 1915–1990

.810 4

1990–

*

.810 3

*Add as instructed under 930–990
948

968

History of Africa
.83

*Botswana

.830 3

1966–

.85

*Lesotho

.850 3

1966–

.87

*Swaziland

.870 3

.9

1968–

*Zimbabwe, Zambia, Malawi

.904

1964–

.91

*Zimbabwe

.910 5

Period as Republic of Zimbabwe, 1980–

.94

*Zambia

.940 4

Period as Republic of Zambia, 1964–

.97

*Malawi

.970 4

969

1964–

*South Indian Ocean islands
.1

*Madagascar

.105

970

1960–

History of North America
SUMMARY
970.001–.009
Standard subdivisions
.01–.05
Historical periods
971
Canada
972
Mexico, Central America, West Indies, Bermuda
973
United States
974–979
Specific states of United States

.001–.003

Standard subdivisions

.004

North American native peoples
Class history and civilization of North American native peoples in a
specific place with the place, e.g., Hopi in Arizona 979.1004
(Option: Class North American native peoples in North America in
970.1; class specific native peoples in 970.3)

[.004 01–.004 09]

Standard subdivisions
Do not use; class in 970.004

Standard subdivisions

*

.005–.007

*Add as instructed under 930–990
949

968

970

Dewey Decimal Classification
.008
[.008 9]

970

Groups of people
Ethnic and national groups
Do not use for ethnic and national groups other than North American
native peoples; class in 970. Do not use for North American native
peoples; class in 970.004

.009

Biography
Description, critical appraisal, biography of persons associated with the
history of North America but limited to no specific period
Class historians and historiographers in 970; class persons of a specific
period in 970.01–970.05, plus notation 092 from Table 1

>

970.01–970.05 Historical periods
Class comprehensive works in 970

.01

Early history to 1599

.02

1600–1699

.03

1700–1799

.04

1800–1899

.05

1900–

.051

1900–1918
Class here period of World War I, 1914–1918

.052

1918–1945
Class here period of World War II, 1939–1945

.053

1945–1999
Class here 20th century
For 1900–1918, see 970.051; for 1918–1945, see 970.052

.054
(.1)

2000–
North American native peoples
(Optional number; prefer 970.004)
Class special topics in 970.3–970.5

(.3)

Specific native peoples
(Optional number; prefer 971–979, with use of subdivision 004 from table
under 971–979, e.g., the Hopi in Arizona 979.1004)
Arrange alphabetically by name of people
Class government relations with specific native peoples in 970.5

950

970

History of North America
(.4)

970

Native peoples in specific places in North America
(Optional number; prefer 971–979, with use of subdivision 004 from table
under 971–979, e.g., native peoples in United States 973.04, in Arizona
979.1004)
Add to base number 970.4 the numbers following —7 in notation 71–79 from
Table 2, e.g., Indians in Arizona 970.491
Class specific native peoples in specific places in 970.3; class government
relations in specific places in 970.5

(.5)

Government relations with North American native peoples
(Optional number; prefer 323.1197 for comprehensive works; a specific subject
with the subject, e.g., Black Hawk War 973.5)
History and policy

>

971–979 Countries and localities
Add to base number 97 the numbers following —7 in notation 71–79 from
Table 2, e.g., general history of Canada 971, of Quebec 971.4; then add further
as follows:
001
Philosophy and theory
002
Miscellany
0022
Illustrations, models, miniatures
Do not use for historical atlases; class in 911
003
Dictionaries, encyclopedias, concordances
004
North American native peoples
Class North American native peoples in a prehistoric period
that is set forth in the 971–979 schedules in 971–979 with
the period, e.g., Canadian native peoples before European
settlement 971.01; class North American native peoples
in a prehistoric period that is not set forth in the 971–979
schedules in 971–979 without adding from this table, e.g.,
native peoples of Quebec before European settlement 971.4,
native peoples of Mexico before European settlement 972
(Option: Class specific native peoples in 970.3, native
peoples in specific places in North America in 970.4)
[00401–00409] Standard subdivisions
Do not use; class in 004
005–006 Standard subdivisions
007
Education, research, related topics
0072
Historical research
Class historians and historiographers specializing in
a specific historical period of a specific area with the
historical period for the area studied, plus notation 092
from Table 1, e.g., the biography of a Canadian historian
who specializes in United States Revolutionary War
973.3092
(continued)

951

971

Dewey Decimal Classification

>

971

971–979 Countries and localities (continued)
008
[0089]

History with respect to groups of people
Ethnic and national groups
Do not use for North American native peoples; class in
004. Do not use for ethnic and national groups other than
North American native peoples; class in 971–979 without
adding from this table
009
Biography
Do not use for history and geographic treatment; class in
971–979 without adding from this table. Do not use for
individual biography; class in 971–979 without adding from
this table. Do not use for collected biography limited to a
specific period; class in 971–979 without adding from this
table
Class historians and historiographers in 0072; class persons
of a specific period that is set forth in the 971–979 schedules
in 971–979 with the period, plus notation 092 from Table 1,
e.g., biographies of 20th-century prime ministers of Canada
971.06092; class persons of a specific period that is not set
forth in the 971–979 schedules in 971–979 without adding
from this table; class comprehensive works on collected
persons treatment of a specific continent, country, or locality
in 920.03–920.09
See Manual at T1—092: Comprehensive biography:
Public figures; also at 920.009, 920.03–920.09 vs. 909,
909.7–909.8, 930–990; also at 930–990: Biography
The schedules that follow do not enumerate all the countries and localities that
appear in Table 2; however, the foregoing instructions apply to history of any
place in notation 71–79 from Table 2, e.g., Nova Scotia in 20th century 971.6
Class comprehensive works in 970
See Manual at 306 vs. 305, 909, 930–990; also at 324 vs. 320.5, 320.9,
909, 930–990; also at 333.7–333.9 vs. 508, 913–919, 930–990; also at 909,
930–990 vs. 320; also at 909, 930–990 vs. 320.4, 321, 321.09; also at 909,
930–990 vs. 910; also at 930–990; also at 930–990 vs. 355.009, 355–359

971

†Canada
.01

Early history to 1763
Class North American aspects of War of the League of Augsburg, War of
the Spanish Succession, War of the Austrian Succession, Seven Years’ War
in 973.2; class comprehensive works on War of the League of Augsburg,
War of the Spanish Succession, War of the Austrian Succession, Seven
Years’ War in 940.2
(Option: Class here North American aspects of War of the League of
Augsburg, War of the Spanish Succession, War of the Austrian Succession,
Seven Years’ War; prefer 973.2)
Expulsion of Acadians, 1755 and 1758, relocated to 971.5

Period of early British rule, 1763–1791

†

.02

†Add as instructed under 971–979
952

971

History of North America
.03

971

Period of Upper and Lower Canada, 1791–1841
Class here 19th century
For 1841–1867, see 971.04; for 1867–1899, see 971.05
(Option: Class here War of 1812; prefer 973.5)

.04

Period of Province of Canada, 1841–1867

.05

Period of Dominion of Canada, 1867–
For Fenian activities during 1867–1871, see 971.04; for 1911–1999, see
971.06; for 2000 to present, see 971.07

.06

1911–1999

.061

1911–1921

.062

1921–1935

.063

1935–1957

.064

1957–1999

.07
.5

2000–
†Atlantic Provinces
Including Expulsion of Acadians, 1755 and 1758 [formerly 971.01]
Class here Maritime Provinces
For Nova Scotia, see 971.6; for Prince Edward Island, see 971.7; for
Newfoundland and Labrador, see 971.8

972

Mexico, Central America, West Indies, Bermuda
Class here Middle America
.000 1–.000 9

Standard subdivisions of Mexico, Central America, West Indies,
Bermuda
As modified under 971–979

.001–.009

Standard subdivisions of Mexico
As modified under 971–979

.08
>

Mexico since 1867
972.8–972.9 Other parts of Middle America
Class comprehensive works in 972

.8
.805

1900–
†Guatemala

†

.81

†Central America

†Add as instructed under 971–979
953

972

Dewey Decimal Classification
.810 5

.82

972

1871–

†Belize

.820 5

1981–
Use of this number for period as self-governing colony, 1964–1981,
discontinued; class in 972.82

.83

†Honduras

.830 5

.84

1838–

†El Salvador

.840 5

.85

1859–

†Nicaragua

.850 5

.86

1893–

†Costa Rica

.860 5

1948–
Class here 20th century
Class 1900–1948 in 972.86

.87

†Panama

.870 5

.9

1903–

†West Indies (Antilles) and Bermuda
Class here Caribbean Area
For a part of Caribbean Area not provided for here, see the part, e.g.,
Venezuela 987

.905
.91

1902–
†Cuba
For Spanish-American War, see 973.8

.910 6

1899–
Class here period of Republic, 1902 to present
For 2008 to present, see 972.9107

.910 7

.92

2008–

†Jamaica and Cayman Islands
Subdivisions are added for Jamaica and Cayman Islands together, for
Jamaica alone

.920 6

.93

†Dominican Republic
1902–

†

.930 5

Jamaica since 1962

†Add as instructed under 971–979
954

972
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.94

†Haiti

.940 7

1957–

.95

†Puerto Rico

.950 5

1900–

.98

†Windward and other southern islands

.983

†Trinidad and Tobago

.983 04

973

972

1962–

United States
For specific states, see 974–979

.01–.09

Standard subdivisions
As modified under 971–979

.1

Early history to 1607

.2

Colonial period, 1607–1775
Including King William’s War (North American aspects of War of the League
of Augsburg), 1688–1697; Queen Anne’s War (North American aspects of War
of the Spanish Succession), 1701–1714; King George’s War (North American
aspects of War of the Austrian Succession), 1740–1748; French and Indian War
(North American aspects of Seven Years’ War), 1756–1763
(Option: Class North American aspects of War of the League of Augsburg,
War of the Spanish Succession, War of the Austrian Succession, Seven
Years’ War in 971.01)
Class events of 1763–1775 as causes of American Revolution in 973.3; class
comprehensive works on War of the League of Augsburg, War of the Spanish
Succession, War of the Austrian Succession, Seven Years’ War in 940.2

.3

Periods of Revolution and Confederation, 1775–1789
Standard subdivisions are added for periods of Revolution and Confederation
together, for period of Revolution alone

.4

Constitutional period, 1789–1809
Including Tripolitan War, 1801–1805

.5

1809–1845
Including War of 1812; War with Algiers, 1815
(Option: Class War of 1812 in 971.03)
Class here 19th century
Class events of 1809–1845 as causes of Civil War in 973.7

†

For a specific part of 19th century not provided for here, see the part, e.g.,
Civil War 973.7

†Add as instructed under 971–979
955

Dewey Decimal Classification

973
.6

973

1845–1861
Including Mexican War, 1845–1848
Class events of 1845–1861 as causes of Civil War in 973.7
For Dred Scott decision, John Brown’s Raid, see 973.7

.7

Administration of Abraham Lincoln, 1861–1865
Class here Civil War
Class a result as a specific event with the event, e.g., Reconstruction 973.8

.708

Groups of people
Do not use for southern Union sympathizers, northern Confederate
sympathizers, class in 973.7

.709

History, geographic treatment, biography

.709 2

Biography
Do not use for personal narratives; class in 973.7

.8

Reconstruction period, 1865–1901
Including Spanish-American War, 1898

.9
.91

1901–
1901–1953
Class here 20th century
For 1900–1901, see 973.8; for 1953–1999, see 973.92

.917

Administration of Franklin Delano Roosevelt, 1933–1945

.918

Administration of Harry S Truman, 1945–1953

.92

1953–2001

.921

Administration of Dwight David Eisenhower, 1953–1961

.922

Administration of John Fitzgerald Kennedy, 1961–1963

.923

Administration of Lyndon Baines Johnson, 1963–1969
Class here period of Vietnamese War, 1961–1975
For 1961–1963 period of Vietnamese War, see 973.922; for
1969–1974 period of Vietnamese War, see 973.924; for 1974–1975
period of Vietnamese War, see 973.925

.924

Administration of Richard Milhous Nixon, 1969–1974

.925

Administration of Gerald Rudolph Ford, 1974–1977

.926

Administration of Jimmy (James Earl) Carter, 1977–1981

.927

Administration of Ronald Reagan, 1981–1989

.928

Administration of George Bush, 1989–1993

.929

Administration of Bill Clinton, 1993–2001
956

973

History of North America
.93

973

2001–

.931

Administration of George W. Bush, 2001–2009

.932

Administration of Barack Obama, 2009–

974–979 Specific states of United States
Add to base number 97 the numbers following —7 in notation 74–79 from Table 2,
e.g., Arizona 979.1; then add further as instructed under 971–979, e.g., Indians of
Arizona 979.1004
Class comprehensive works in 973
For Hawaii, see 996.9

974

†Northeastern United States (New England and Middle
Atlantic states)
Number built according to instructions under 974–979

975

†Southeastern United States (South Atlantic states)
Number built according to instructions under 974–979

976

†South central United States
Number built according to instructions under 974–979

977

†North central United States
Number built according to instructions under 974–979

978

†Western United States
Number built according to instructions under 974–979

979

†Great Basin and Pacific Slope region of United States
Number built according to instructions under 974–979

980

History of South America
Class here Latin America
For Middle America, see 972

.001–.009

Standard subdivisions
As modified under 930–990

1830–1999

.04

2000–

*Brazil

*

981

.03

†

*Add as instructed under 930–990
†Add as instructed under 971–979
957

981

Dewey Decimal Classification
.06

Period of Second Republic, 1930–
Class here 20th century
Class 1901–1930 in 981

982

*Argentina
.06

1910–1999

.07

1999–

983

*Chile
.06

984

Period of later republics, 1861–

*Bolivia
.05

985

1899–

*Peru
.06

986

1867–

*Colombia and Ecuador
.1
.106

*Colombia
1863–
Including comprehensive works on United States of Colombia
For Panama as part of United States of Colombia, see 972.87

.6
.607

987

*Ecuador
1896–

*Venezuela
.06

988

Period of Republic, 1830–

*Guiana
.03

1945–
Class here 20th century
Class 1901–1945 in 988

.1
.103

*Guyana
1945–
Class here 20th century

*

Class 1901–1945 in 988.1

*Add as instructed under 930–990
958

981

988

History of South America
.3

988

*Suriname

.303

1945–
Class here 20th century
Class 1901–1945 in 988.3

989

*Paraguay and Uruguay
.2

*Paraguay

.207

1902–

.5

*Uruguay

.506

990

1886–

History of Australasia, Pacific Ocean islands,
Atlantic Ocean islands, Arctic islands, Antarctica,
extraterrestrial worlds

.01–.09

Standard subdivisions of Australasia, Pacific Ocean islands, Atlantic
Ocean islands, Arctic islands, Antarctica, extraterrestrial worlds
together; of Australasia alone; of Pacific Ocean islands alone
As modified under 930–990

[991]

[Unassigned]
Most recently used in Edition 9

[992]

[Unassigned]
Most recently used in Edition 9

993

*New Zealand
.01

Early history to 1840
Including history of Maori before European settlement, of European settlers

.02

Colonial period, 1840–1908
Class here 19th century
For 1800–1840, see 993.01

.03

1908–1999
Class here Dominion period, 1908–1947

.04

994

2000–

*Australia
Early history to 1788

*

.01

*Add as instructed under 930–990
959

994

Dewey Decimal Classification
.02

994

Period of settlement and growth, 1788–1851
Class here 19th century
For 1851–1899, see 994.03

.03

Period of development of self government, 1851–1901

.04

Period of Commonwealth, 1901–
Class here 20th century
For 1945–1966, see 994.05; for 1966–1999, see 994.06; for 2000 to
present, see 994.07

.05

1945–1966

.06

1966–1999

.07

2000–

995

*New Guinea and neighboring countries of Melanesia
Class here Oceania
Subdivisions are added for New Guinea and neighboring countries of Melanesia
together, for New Guinea alone
Class Polynesia in 996

.3

*Papua New Guinea
Including Territory of Papua and New Guinea, 1949–1975
Class here New Guinea region
For Papuan region, see 995.4; for Highlands region, see 995.6; for Momase
region, see 995.7; for Bismarck Archipelago, see 995.8; for North Solomons
Province, see 995.92

.305

996

Period of independence, 1975–

Polynesia and other Pacific Ocean islands
.001–.009

Standard subdivisions of Polynesia and other Pacific Ocean islands
together, of Polynesia alone
As modified under 930–990

.9

Hawaii and neighboring north central Pacific Ocean islands

.900 01–.900 09

Standard subdivisions of north central Pacific islands
As modified under 930–990

.900 1–.900 9

Standard subdivisions of Hawaii

*

As modified under 930–990

*Add as instructed under 930–990
960

997

997

History of other areas

997

*Atlantic Ocean islands
For each specific island or group of islands not provided for here, see the
island or group of islands, e.g., Azores 946.9

998
999

*Arctic islands and Antarctica
Extraterrestrial worlds
Class here extraterrestrial civilization, extraterrestrial intelligence, SETI (search for
extraterrestrial intelligence)

*

Do not add from table under 930–990

*Add as instructed under 930–990
961

